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Abstract

Introduction: As a multifactorial polygenic disorder, Alzheimer’s disease (AD) can be

associated with complex haplotypes or compound genotypes.

Methods: We examined associations of 4960 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)

triples, comprising 32 SNPs from five genes in the apolipoprotein E gene (APOE) region

with AD in a sample of 2789 AD-affected and 16,334 unaffected subjects.

Results:We identified a large number of 1127AD-associated triples, comprising SNPs

from all five genes, in support of definitive roles of complex haplotypes in predisposi-

tion to AD. These haplotypes may not include the APOE ε4 and ε2 alleles. For triples

with rs429358 or rs7412, which encode these alleles, AD is characterized mainly by

strengthening connections of the ε4 allele and weakening connections of the ε2 allele

with the other alleles in this region.

Discussion:Dissecting heterogeneity attributed toAD-associated complex haplotypes

in the APOE region will target more homogeneous polygenic profiles of people at high

risk of AD.
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1 BACKGROUND

Late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (AD), referred hereto as AD, is com-

monly considered as a multifactorial polygenic disorder.1 Despite rel-

atively high heritability of AD of 58% to 79% estimated in the most

extensive study to date using all twins in the Swedish Twin Registry

aged65years andolder,2 noonegeneappears tobe causativeofAD.3–7

In contrast, early onset AD can be caused by highly penetrant muta-

tions in the APP gene (chromosome 21) and two homologous genes,

PSEN1 (chromosome 14) and PSEN2 (chromosome 1).8–11

The ε4 allele from the apolipoprotein E (APOE) gene ε2/ε3/ε4 poly-

morphism has been known for decades as the strongest single genetic

risk factor for AD in various populations,12 whereas the ε2 allele can
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be protective.13,14 Studies also advocate for shifting “category of the

APOE gene from ‘risk factor’ to ‘major gene.’”15 Nevertheless, even

the role of the strongest genetic risk factor for AD is still controver-

sial. Indeed, although most researchers believe that the APOE ε4 allele

itself is a risk factor for AD;12 the others argue that the association

between this allele and AD can be modulated by variants from nearby

genes in this region. For example, Roses et al. advocate that variants

from the nearby TOMM40 gene, such as tightly correlatedwith ε4 allele
long poly thymine repeat polymorphism tagged by rs10524523, can

increase susceptibility to AD either independently or in cis combina-

tion with the ε4 allele.16,17 Franceschi et al. identified that a haplotype,
including rs405509_T and ε4 alleles, increases the risk ofADwhen they

are both in cis position.18 Furthermore, a more complex haplotype in
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the APOE region may increase susceptibility to AD independently of

the ε4 allele.19

To better understand the complex role of genetic variants in AD

pathogenesis, more comprehensive methods can be used. For exam-

ple, Nielsen et al. reviewed and extended methods based on testing

deviations from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) in the affected

subjects to localize disease-susceptibility loci.20 Zaykin et al. devel-

oped a method based on contrasting linkage-disequilibrium (LD) pat-

terns between the affected and unaffected subjects to map patterns

of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) to disease.21 Some stud-

ies attempted to access the differences in LD structures in the APOE

regionbetweenAD-affectedandunaffected subjects qualitatively.22,23

Recently we reported significant associations of both the entire SNP

patterns and specific SNPs pairs in the APOE region with AD in popula-

tions of different ancestries.24–26

In this study, we use the standardized third mixed moment, or

co-skewness, to generalize LD between pairs of SNPs to triples of

SNPs, and then use this metric to study the relationship of triples of

SNPs in the APOE region (19q13.3) to AD. This region is represented

by 32 SNPs from the BCAM, NECTIN2, TOMM40, APOE, and APOC1

genes, which include rs429358 and rs7412 SNPs coding the ε2/ε3/ε4
polymorphism. We performed the analysis using a mega sample of

2789 AD-affected and 16,334 unaffected subjects from four studies.

Our findings include heterogeneous patterns of triples of SNPs asso-

ciated with AD led by the triple comprising rs2075650 (TOMM40),

rs12721046 (APOC1), and the APOE ε4-coding rs429358 SNP. Our

results support the definitive roles of complex haplotypes in predispo-

sition to AD in the APOE region.

2 METHODS

2.1 Study cohorts and phenotypes

We used data from the Framingham Heart Study (FHS) original and

offspring cohorts,27 Cardiovascular Health Study (CHS),28 Health and

Retirement Study (HRS),29 and the National Institute on Aging Late-

Onset Alzheimer’s Disease Family Study (LOADFS)30 for individuals

of European ancestry. LOADFS and FHS released information on AD

defined using diagnoses made according to the National Institute of

Neurological and Disorders and Stroke and the Alzheimer’s Disease

and Related Disorders Association. A diagnosis of AD in HRS and CHS

wasdefinedbasedon ICD-9:331.0x codes inMedicare service use files.

TherewereN=2799AD-affected subjects (cases) andN=16,354AD-

unaffected subjects (non-cases) (Table 1).

2.2 Genotypes

We used genotypes from genome-wide and custom SNP arrays avail-

able for the selected studies, including the same customized Illumina

iSelect array (the IBC-chip, ≈50K single nucleotide polymorphisms

[SNPs]) in the FHS and CHS cohorts, Affymetrix 500K in the FHS,

RESEARCH INCONTEXT

1. Systematic review: A literature review (PubMed and

Google Scholar) identified interest in complex hap-

lotypes/genotypes predisposing to Alzheimer’s disease

(AD), particularly in the apolipoprotein E gene (APOE)

region. To better understand the role of such variants in

AD pathogenesis, more comprehensive methods can be

used. These relevant citations are appropriately cited.

2. Interpretation:We leverage a newmethod to map triples

of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the APOE

region to AD. The analysis supports the definitive role

of heterogeneous AD-related haplotypes in AD, which

include SNPs from five genes in the APOE region. AD is

characterizedmainly by strengthening connections of the

ε4 allele and weakening connections of the ε2 allele with

other SNPs in this region.

3. Future directions: This work presents an approach to

examine associations of haplotypes/genotypes compris-

ing triples of SNPs with diseases such as AD. Extension

to a larger number of SNPs would suggest more homoge-

neous genetic profiles of AD risk and protection.

Illumina HumanCNV370v1 chip (370K SNPs) in the CHS, Illumina

HumanOmni 2.5 Quad chip (≈2.5 M SNPs) in the HRS, and Illumina

Human 610Quadv1_B Beadchip (≈610K SNPs) in the LOADFS.

The analyses focused on the same 32 SNPs representing the BCAM-

NECTIN2-TOMM40-APOE-APOC1 (19q13.3) region (Table S1) as in pre-

vious studies.26 We selected SNPs available from common GWAS

arrays,whichweregenotypeddirectly in at least twocohorts andwhich

were not in strong LD in the mega sample of all studies (r2<0.8). We

excluded subjects with missingness >5%. Genotypes in these cohorts

were phased and imputed using theMichigan imputation server31 with

a reference panel from the Haplotype Reference Consortium (HRC)

(version r1.1 2016). Only SNPs with high imputation quality were

selected for the analysis (Table S1).

2.3 Co-skewness metrics

Weused the standardized thirdmixedmoment, or co-skewness, to gen-

eralize LD between pairs of SNPs to triples of SNPs (see Note S1).

Then we used this metric to study the associations of triples of SNPs in

the APOE region with AD by computing the difference in co-skewness

between AD-affected and unaffected subjects. We derived two met-

rics based on genotype (Gg
1
) and haplotype (Gh

1
) counts. Haplotypes

were inferred under the assumption of Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium

(or HWE) using the EM algorithm (the R package haplo.stats). HWE

was interpreted in the broad sense that the gametes are probabilis-

tically independent. Therefore, as in the case of pairwise LD,20,21 the
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TABLE 1 Basic characteristics of the genotyped participants in the selected studies

Sample Ntotal AD cases (%) Men (%)

Birth yearmean

(SD)

Age at the end of follow-up

mean (SD), years

Follow-up

through

LOADFS 3999 1973(49.3) 1491(37.3) 1928.3 (12.5) 76.7 (12.5) 2015

HRS 7226 263 (3.6) 3129 (43.3) 1934.2 (8.4) 79.1 (8.1) 2012

CHS 4273 247 (5.8) 1864 (43.6) 1914.1 (5.7) 83.5 (5.4) 2002

FHS 3625 306 (8.4) 1862 (51.4) 1931.6 (12.7) 76.2 (11.1) 2012

Ntotal is total number of subjects in the analysis; AD cases: the number of Alzheimer’s disease cases.

Abbreviations: SD, standard deviation; LOADFS, the National Institute on Aging Late-Onset Alzheimer’s Disease Family Study; HRS, Health and Retirement

Study; CHS, Cardiovascular Health Study; FHS, FraminghamHeart Study parental and offspring cohorts.

LOADFS is a study with a case-control design that explains a large proportion of AD cases. The other studies are of longitudinal design following the study

participants for long periods of time. HRS is a population-based study, whereas FHS and CHS are community-based studies. All studies included AD-affected

and unaffected subjects and, therefore, they could be separated into the samples according to the affection status to be used in the comparative analyses of

co-skewness.

difference between Gg
1
and Gh

1
, that is., Gg

1
− Gh

1
, characterizes devia-

tion from HWE at the haplotype level, which, otherwise, may be dif-

ficult to detect. Because all SNPs were selected to be in HWE in the

sample of cases andnon-cases combined, this deviation is unlikely to be

an artifact andwarrants biological interpretation.Haplotype-based co-

skewness also provided convenient decomposition of the metric into

two fractions (Gh
1
= Gh,m

1
+ Gh,pw

1
) measuring (1) how far the triple is

from mutual independence (Gh,m
1

) and (2) a weighted sum of the pair-

wise LD values (Gh,pw
1

). Co-skewness is interpreted as joint deviation of

thedistributionsof randomvariables from thenormal distribution, that

is, that larger values of Gg
1
or Gh

1
imply stronger connections between

SNPs in a triple (Figure 1). This is consistent with the interpretation of

the coefficient of pairwise LD. As in the case of pairwise LD, individu-

ally, the Gg
1
and Gh

1
coefficients are invariant under the change of the

sign, whereas their signs have to be used consistently in comparative

analyses, for example, when evaluating the differenceGg
1
− Gh

1
.

A permutation test was employed to compute the significance of

the effects defined by the differences in co-skewness between the AD-

affected and unaffected subjects. We resampled the entire set of sub-

jects into two groups with the same sizes as those of the affected and

unaffected groups to estimate the permutation distribution of χš= (g1-

gn)š, where g1 and gn are the co-skewness estimates for the resam-

pled groups for a fixed triple of SNPs. Using quantile-quantile plots

and Shapiro-Wilk tests, we checked that the resulting permutation

distribution of g1-gn is approximately normal and, therefore, that the

permutation distribution of χš indeed follows a chi-squared distribu-

tion. We then calculated z = (G1 − x̄) ∕s, where x̄ and s are the sample

mean and standard deviation of the permutation distribution of g1-gn,

respectively.G1 is theestimateof the co-skewness for theoriginal (non-

permuted) affected and unaffected groups. Afterward, we compared

zš to a chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom to obtain

P-values.

2.4 Analysis

Co-skewness was first evaluated in LOADFS and the mega sample of

non-LOADFS studies (created by pooling FHS, CHS, andHRS data sets)

F IGURE 1 Illustration of co-skewness in the AD-affected and
unaffected subjects. The diagram shows the joint distributions of the
compound genotypes for the SNPs rs2075650, rs12721046, and
rs429358 as proportions. The left (blue) column shows proportions of
the compound genotypes among Alzheimer’s disease (AD) non-cases,
and the right (red) displays proportions among AD cases. Larger dot
size indicates a larger proportion. Rows keep track of the number of
rs429358minor alleles coding the ε4 allele. Observe that the
distribution for cases is considerably more clustered along the
diagonal (0,0,0), (1,1,1), (2,2,2) than for non-cases. This phenomenon
visually confirms our result that themutual termGh,m

1
increases

substantially from non-cases to cases for this triple. Thus we can think
of themutual term as a direct generalization of linkage disequilibrium
and view co-skewness as amore subtle metric as it contains additional
pairwise information
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to examine the consistency of the directions of the effects in indepen-

dent samples that iswidely regarded as replication.32 Thenweused the

mega sample of all studies combined to increase statistical power. This

study did not examine the roles of sex and age as we showed their triv-

ial effect for the same SNPs.25

3 RESULTS

3.1 Co-skewness for triples of SNPs

Weevaluated LD between triples of SNPs using the standardized third

mixedmoment, or co-skewness (seeMethods). For 32 SNPs represent-

ing the BCAM-NECTIN2-TOMM40-APOE-APOC1 (19q13.3) region (see

Methods and Table S1), therewere 4960 triples.We examined associa-

tions of these triples with AD by evaluating differences in co-skewness

between theAD-affected (cases,N=2,789) andunaffected (non-cases,

N= 16,334) subjects using data from four studies (Table 1). To perform

the analysis,weused genotype-based,Gg
1
, andhaplotype-based,Gh

1
, co-

skewness metrics.

The genotype-based method identified 51 triples of SNPs associ-

ated with AD at a Bonferroni-adjusted locus-wide significance level

P < 10−5 = 0.05/4960 in LOADFS (Table S2). For most of these triples,

47 of 51 (92.2%), the effect direction, that is, the difference in co-

skewness between the AD-affected (Gg
1case) and unaffected (G

g
1nc) sub-

jects ΔGg
1
= Gg

1case − Gg
1nc , was replicated in the non-LOADFS mega

sample. The analysis of themega sample of all studies revealed 302 sig-

nificant associations at P < 10−5. For 269 of them (89.1%), the effect

directions were consistent in LOADFS and non-LOADFS.

The haplotype-based method identified significant effects ΔGh
1
=

Gh
1case − Gh

1nc at P < 10−5 for 313 triples in LOADFS. The effect direc-

tions were replicated for 277 (88.5%) triples in non-LOADFS stud-

ies (Table S3). The analysis of the mega sample of all studies com-

bined identified1127 significant differences, ofwhich consistent effect

directions in LOADFS and non-LOADFS were for 999 triples. The

haplotype-based estimates of the associations of ΔGh
1
with AD were

consistent with those from the genotype-basedmethod for 989 of 999

triples.

The top difference in the magnitude of co-skewness ΔGh
1
was

observed for the triple of rs2075650 (TOMM40), rs12721046 (APOC1),

and rs429358 (minor allele of this SNP encodes the APOE ε4 allele)

SNPs, ΔGh
1
= −0.698, P = 7.38×10−178. The effect for this triple

was much more extreme than the effects for the other triples, fol-

lowed by the rs17561351 (NECTIN2), rs4081918, (NECTIN2), and

rs405509 (APOE) triple with a 2.5-fold smaller effect ΔGh
1
= −0.278,

P=1.59×10−15 (Table 2, RΔG). The effect for the first triplewas also the

most significant, followed by ΔGh
1
= 0.199, P = 1.24×10−167 for the

rs157580 (TOMM40), rs440446 (APOE), and rs429358 (APOE) triple

(Table 2, Rp-val). Notably, the top 20 most significant triples included

SNPs only from the TOMM40-APOE-APOC1 locus.

The top 30 differences in co-skewness between AD-affected and

unaffected subjects ranked using ΔGh
1
and P-value-based metrics

included 18 triples with rs429358 SNP and four triples with rs7412

(minor allele of this SNP encodes the APOE ε2 allele) (Table 2). Two

of these four triples included both rs429358 and rs7412 SNPs, and

either rs2075650 (TOMM40) or rs12721046 (APOC1). LD between

rs2075650 and rs12721046wasmoderate (r2 = 0.48).

Co-skewness for the top triple of rs2075650, rs12721046, and

rs429358 SNPs in cases ( Gh
1case = 0.414) appears to be smaller than

in non-cases ( Gh
1nc = 1.112); that should indicate weaker connections

between SNPs in this triple in the AD-affected subjects than in the AD-

unaffected subjects. Partitioning these haplotype-based metrics into

two fractions of mutual independence (Gh,m
1

) and a weighted sum of

the pairwise LD values (Gh,pw
1

) (see Methods) shows, however, that the

Gh,m
1

component increases, whereas the Gh,pw
1

component decreases in

cases (Table 2). This change in co-skewness between AD-affected and

unaffected subjects is consistent with stronger connections between

all three SNPs in cases (Figure 1).

3.2 Co-skewness for triples harboring the ε2 or ε4
coding SNP

We further characterized differences in co-skewness for 465 triples,

which included rs429358, and 465 triples, which included rs7412.

In the rs429358-tailored set, there were 116 triples for which the

difference in co-skewness ΔGh
1
attained the locus-wide significance

(P < 10−5) and 105 such triples in the rs7412-tailored set (Figure 2A

and Table S3). These triples included SNPs from all selected genes

in this region. We found seven triples, which had both rs429358

and rs7412, and one of the following SNPs: rs4803763, rs440277,

rs6859, rs283813 (all four are from NECTIN2), rs2075650 (TOMM40),

rs405509 (APOE), and rs12721046 (APOC1).

3.3 Co-skewness for triples in the sample with no
either the ε4 or ε2 allele carriers

Next, we examined the roles of the ε4 and ε2 alleles in the associations
of ΔGh

1
with AD identified in Section 3.2. In the sample with no car-

riers of the ε4 allele (ie, excluding subjects carrying a minor allele of

rs429358), there were five significant associations of ΔGh
1
with AD at

P < 10−5 and 529 significant associations at 10−5≤ P < .05 (Table S4).

In contrast, in the sample with no carriers of the ε2 allele (ie, excluding

subjects carrying a minor allele of rs7412), there were 899 significant

associations at P < 10−5 and 1474 significant associations at 10−5≤

P < .05 (Table S4). In part, this difference is due to a 2.5-fold smaller

sample of the AD cases with no carriers of the ε4 allele (maximum of

cases is Ncase= 1035) compared to that with no carriers of the ε2 allele
(maximum of cases is Ncase= 2578).

To examine potential connections of the ε2 allele with alleles from

other SNPs in the triples, we focused on all 435 triples with rs7412 in

the sample with no carriers of the ε4 allele. The heat maps in Figure 2

(lower-right triangle) show that the significance of the associationswas

substantially decreased for most triples in this sample; that was due to

reduced sample size and/or effect size (Table S4). For two triples, ΔGh
1

was associated with AD at P < 10−5. Both of them included rs7412
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TABLE 2 Top differences in co-skewness between Alzheimer’s disease (AD) affected and unaffected subjects ranked using twometrics

ID Rp-val RΔG SNP1 SNP2 SNP3 E4 E2 Gh
1case

Gh
1nc

𝚫Gh
1

p_value Gh,m
1case

Gh,m
1nc

Gh,pw
1case

Gh,pw
1nc

4922 1 1 rs2075650 rs429358 rs12721046 e4 no 0.414 1.112 –0.698 7.38E-178 0.439 0.276 –0.025 0.836

4895 2 12 rs157580 rs440446 rs429358 e4 no 0.258 0.058 0.199 1.24E-167 –0.551 –0.267 0.809 0.325

4952 3 rs440446 rs429358 rs439401 e4 no 0.222 0.044 0.178 3.70E-148 0.210 –0.285 0.012 0.329

4956 4 rs440446 rs439401 rs12721046 no no 0.195 0.043 0.151 2.00E-127 –0.511 –0.290 0.706 0.333

4921 5 18 rs2075650 rs429358 rs439401 e4 no 0.155 0.347 –0.192 5.05E-124 –0.501 –0.552 0.656 0.899

4898 6 rs157580 rs440446 rs12721046 no no 0.229 0.058 0.171 2.32E-123 –0.494 –0.270 0.724 0.328

4900 7 rs157580 rs429358 rs439401 e4 no –0.155 0.006 –0.161 4.35E-119 –0.212 –0.174 0.057 0.179

4937 8 7 rs8106922 rs429358 rs12721046 e4 no 0.174 0.383 –0.209 8.96E-115 0.251 0.086 –0.078 0.297

4907 9 5 rs2075650 rs8106922 rs429358 e4 no 0.118 0.336 –0.218 3.88E-105 0.249 0.085 –0.132 0.251

4932 10 rs8106922 rs440446 rs7412 no e2 0.106 0.249 –0.143 1.01E-104 0.130 0.193 –0.024 0.057

4880 11 6 rs157580 rs2075650 rs429358 e4 no 0.108 0.325 –0.217 2.87E-102 –0.382 –0.557 0.490 0.882

4904 12 rs157580 rs439401 rs12721046 no no –0.139 0.008 –0.146 2.87E-98 0.509 0.275 –0.648 –0.267

4947 13 19 rs405509 rs429358 rs12721046 e4 no 0.334 0.525 –0.191 3.08E-93 0.326 0.119 0.008 0.406

4920 14 rs2075650 rs429358 rs7412 e4 e2 0.031 0.120 –0.088 1.42E-89 –0.159 –0.213 0.190 0.332

4959 15 11 rs429358 rs439401 rs12721046 e4 no 0.116 0.317 –0.201 2.85E-89 0.243 0.088 –0.127 0.229

4916 16 rs2075650 rs440446 rs429358 e4 no 0.161 0.347 –0.187 2.99E-88 0.233 0.084 –0.072 0.264

4953 17 13 rs440446 rs429358 rs12721046 e4 no 0.105 0.303 –0.198 4.15E-76 –0.479 –0.523 0.585 0.826

4901 18 8 rs157580 rs429358 rs12721046 e4 no 0.108 0.315 –0.207 4.61E-75 –0.476 –0.547 0.583 0.862

4958 19 rs429358 rs7412 rs12721046 e4 e2 0.036 0.121 –0.085 1.31E-69 –0.126 –0.205 0.162 0.326

4938 20 rs8106922 rs7412 rs439401 no e2 0.084 0.199 –0.115 6.53E-69 0.135 –0.132 –0.051 0.331

4019 2 rs17561351 rs4081918 rs405509 no no 0.102 0.380 –0.278 1.59E-15 0.680 0.542 –0.579 –0.162

4015 3 rs17561351 rs4081918 rs283813 no no 0.270 0.014 0.255 1.27E-09 0.182 0.162 0.087 –0.147

4897 4 rs157580 rs440446 rs439401 no no 0.457 0.222 0.235 6.72E-53 –1.114 –0.865 1.571 1.087

1361 9 rs10402271 rs4803763 rs3852856 no no 0.151 0.354 –0.203 1.82E-30 –1.231 –1.152 1.382 1.506

4422 10 rs519113 rs387976 rs405509 no no 0.036 0.239 –0.203 1.74E-26 0.494 0.413 –0.458 –0.174

4012 14 rs17561351 rs4081918 rs11667640 no no 1.397 1.595 –0.198 9.75E-04 0.145 0.155 1.252 1.440

4912 15 rs2075650 rs405509 rs429358 e4 no 0.271 0.467 –0.196 2.06E-61 0.309 0.107 –0.038 0.360

4771 16 rs6859 rs2075650 rs429358 e4 no 0.172 0.367 –0.195 1.18E-23 –0.600 –0.805 0.772 1.172

4915 17 rs2075650 rs405509 rs12721046 no no 0.268 0.461 –0.193 3.76E-62 0.288 0.114 –0.020 0.347

2657 20 rs4803763 rs429358 rs12721046 e4 no 0.110 0.301 –0.191 4.71E-16 0.406 0.292 –0.295 0.009

The data are from the pooled sample of the National Institute on Aging Late-Onset Alzheimer’s Disease Family Study, the Health and Retirement Study, the

Cardiovascular Health Study, and the FraminghamHeart Study parental and offspring cohorts.

ID in this column corresponds to IDs in Table S3.

Rp-val andRΔG show ranking based on P-value and effect size, respectively. Blank cells indicate ranking outside of top 20 triples for eachmetric.

E4 or E2 indicates presence of the APOE ε4-coding rs429358 SNP or ε2-coding rs7412 SNP in the triple.

ΔGh
1 = Gh

1case − Gh
1nc is the effect defined as difference in co-skewness between the AD-affected (G

h
1case) and unaffected (G

h
1nc) subjects using the haplotype-

basedmethod.

Gh,m
1 and Gh,pw

1 denote partitions of the Gh
1case and Gh

1nc metrics into two fractions of mutual independence (Gh,m
1 ) and a weighted sum of the pairwise linkage

disequilibrium (Gh,pw
1 ) values (seeMethods).

Italic shows SNPs from the NECTIN2 gene. Underlining denotes BCAM SNP. The other SNPs are in the TOMM40-APOE-APOC1 locus (see more details in

Table S3).

and rs8106922 (TOMM40), and either rs440446 (APOE) or rs405509

(APOE). LD between rs440446 and rs405509 was modest (r2 = 0.62).

For 85 triples, the association of ΔGh
1
with AD attained significance at

10−5< P< 0.05.

The ε4 allele was more extensively involved in the associations of

ΔGh
1
with AD than the ε2 allele as we observed 95 of 435 associ-

ations of ΔGh
1
with AD at P < 10−5 in the sample with the exclu-

sion of the ε2 allele carriers (Figure 2, upper-left triangles, and

Table S4).

Figure 2 shows prevailing patterns of decreased co-skewness in the

ε2-bearing triples and increased co-skewness in the ε4-bearing triples
in AD-affected subjects.
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F IGURE 2 Heatmaps for triples harboring ε4-coding rs429358 (upper-left triangle) or ε2-coding rs7412 (lower-right triangle). Heat maps for
triples in the samples with (A) no exclusions and (B) exclusion of either carriers of the ε2 (upper-left) or ε4 (lower-right) allele. Numbers show the
effectΔGh

1
= Gh

1case − Gh
1nc multiplied by 103 defined as the difference in co-skewness between the AD-affected (Gh

1case) and unaffected (G
h
1nc)

subjects. Red (blue) shows a positive (negative) difference that indicates strengthening (weakening) connections between SNPs in the triple.
Purple shows triples for which the effect directions are of opposite signs in AD cases and non-cases. Color shades denote significance levels, as
shown in the upper inset. No color shows P> 0.05. Orange indicates undefined values where either rs429358 or rs7412would occur twice in the
same triple (A and B), or the value is undefined due to one of rs429358 or rs7412 being constant on the strata (B)

4 DISCUSSION

Here we leverage a new method to map triples of SNPs in the APOE

region to AD. This method uses haplotype- and genotype-based met-

rics of co-skewness and generalizes LD between pairs of SNPs to SNP

triples (see Methods and Note S1). By analogy with pairwise LD,24 the

associations have been assessed by evaluating the difference in co-

skewness between the AD-affected and unaffected subjects of Euro-

pean ancestry.

The haplotype-based method identified 1127 triples associated

with AD at the locus-wide significance P < 10−5, whereas the

genotype-basedmethod identified 302 triples. This 3.7-fold difference

is drivenmainlyby the sensitivity of thehaplotype-basedmethod to the

deviation from HWE, as haplotypes are inferred under HWE, whereas

the genotype-based metric (Gg
1
) does not require HWE. Because HWE

for individual SNPs in full samples of LOADFS and non-LOADFS (Table

S1) does not guarantee HWE for subsamples (eg, as those stratified by

the AD status) or at haplotype level (see Methods), consistently with

the case of LD between SNP pairs,20,21,25 the deviation from HWE is

likely meaningful. This means that such a departure is unlikely an arti-

fact but rather the result of some unobserved biological processes in

an organism. Here this sensitivity is driven primarily by deviation from

HWE at haplotype level in the AD-affected subjects, as indicated by

consistently larger differences Gh
1case − Gg

1case in cases than non-cases

Gh
1nc − Gg

1nc (Figure 3, Tables S2 and S3). Accordingly, the observed sen-

sitivity indicates SNPs, which can be involved in the regulation of such

unobserved biological processes specific to AD-affected subjects. This

information may bemissed using the genotype-based method alone as

it is extracted from thedifference of the results from the genotype- and

haplotype-based methods. These findings support a role of haplotypes

comprising at least three alleles from different SNPs from the same

or different genes in the APOE region in AD pathogenesis, rather than

independent alleles (see the Introduction).

Despite understanding that AD is a highly heterogeneous, geneti-

cally complex disorder,33 current research often pursues the logic of

medical genetics, assuming the existence of variants causing a complex

trait. For example, a fundamental concept of genome-wide association

studies (GWAS) is that SNPs discovered by GWAS are merely proxies

for actual causal variants for a given trait.3 This logic is inherited from

studies of monogenic diseases when a single highly penetrant muta-

tion can cause a specific disease, which seems to be the case of APP,

PSEN1, and PSEN2 genes and the autosomal dominant form of early

onset AD.8–11 For complex (ie, non-Mendelian) diseases, such as late-

onset AD, GWAS report only small or moderate statistical effects.5–7

These findings inspire studies of combined action of small-effect vari-

ants. One common strategy is to aggregate the effects of many small-

effect variants spread through the entire genome into a polygenic risk

score.34
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F IGURE 3 Differences in the estimates of
co-skewness using haplotype- and genotype-
basedmethods. The histogram shows the
differences between the estimates of the dif-
ferences in co-skewness in casesGh

1case − Gg
1case

and non-casesGh
1nc − Gg

1nc multiplied by 103,
that is, 103 × ((Gh

1case − Gg
1case) − (Gh

1nc − Gg
1nc)).

Red (blue) denotes negative (positive)
differences. Red shows dominant skewness
driven by deviation from the Hardy-Weinberg
equilibrium at the haplotype level
in the AD-affected subjects. The differences
in magnitude, which are larger than the
x-axis limits, are included in the flanking bins

Another approach is to identify AD risks attributed to haplotypes

comprising specific alleles.17–19,22,23 An advantage of co-skewness is

that it highlights SNPswhose alleles cannaturally define extendedhap-

lotypes. This is important in the framework of polygenic predisposition

to complex diseases, as such haplotypes representmore accurate poly-

genic disease profiles. The complexity of the co-skewness pattern in

the APOE region is unlikely caused by pairwise LD between SNPs com-

prising different triples, as these SNPs have been selected not to be in

strongLD.25 This complexity supports genetic heterogeneity in suscep-

tibility to AD beyond that related to race/ethnic differences.26 Accord-

ingly, the co-skewness approach is also useful to highlight such genetic

heterogeneity.

Our results show that AD is characterized mainly by the decrease

and increase of co-skewness in the ε2- and ε4-bearing triples, respec-
tively, in AD-affected subjects. These changes indicate strengthening

connections (ie, a higher rate of co-occurrence) of the ε4 allele and

weakening connections (ie, a smaller rate of co-occurrence) of the ε2
allele with alleles from the other SNPs in this region (Figure 2). For

example, for the top triple, which includes the ε4 coding rs429358 SNP
and SNPs from the TOMM40 (rs2075650) and APOC1 (rs12721046)

genes, we observe strengthening connections between all SNPs in the

triple in the AD-affected subjects (Table 2, Figure 1). Notably, we found

that three triples include rs405509 (APOE) (Table 2), which is linked to

all SNPs from the top triple, and that all these triples show the same

type of associations with AD as the top triple, that is, stronger connec-

tions between all SNPs in the triple in the AD-affected subjects. This

result provides firm support to previous reports on the association of

a haplotype comprising the rs405509_T and ε4 alleles with the risk of

AD18 and a reason for the dose-dependent association of rs405509_T

with AD in carriers of the ε4/ε4 homozygotes.35 This result, how-

ever, suggests that the rs405509_T and ε4 haplotype should include a

higher number of the risk alleles, which may be from the same or dif-

ferent genes,19 that concurs with.22 The functional role of NECTIN2,

TOMM40, and APOC1 also suggests that they could contribute to the

pathogenesis of AD in addition to APOE.22

In contrast, four top rs7412-bearing triples (Table 2) show that AD

is associated with weakening connections of the ε2 allele with alleles

from TOMM40 (rs2075650, rs8106922), APOE (rs429358, rs440446),

and APOC1 (rs439401, rs12721046). The same prevailing pattern of

weakening connections of rs7412 with other SNPs in the APOE region

is observed in AD-affected subjects who do not carry the ε4 allele (Fig-
ure 2B). Two triples, which include rs7412 and rs8106922 (TOMM40)

and either rs440446 (APOE) or rs405509 (APOE), were associatedwith

AD at P < 10−5. Thus better protection of the ε2 allele against ADmay

require haplotypes, including the ε2 allele and alleles from neighboring

genes.

Figure 2 shows that the ε4 allele is associated with a more complex

AD-related pattern of co-skewness than that for the ε2 allele. There-

fore, although these alleles can be involved in haplotypes affecting the

AD risks, there should be a higher number of the AD-associated hap-

lotypes with ε4 than ε2 in this region, and the ε4-bearing haplotypes

should bemore sophisticated, including amore sizeable number of alle-

les from the other SNPs from the same or different genes.

Associations of triples without rs429358 and rs7412 with AD sup-

port the existence of AD-predisposing haplotypes in this region, which

may not include ε4 or ε2 alleles.19 However, the lack of rs429358 and

rs7412 SNPs in top triples (Table 2) should be interpreted with caution

given that haplotypes may includemore genetic variants.

Our results are supported by prior findings of a complex transcrip-

tional regulatory structure in the APOE region, which includesmultiple

enhancersmodulating geneexpression.36 Bekris et al. also showed that

regional enhancers in cis could functionally influence the cell-specific

expression of TOMM40 and APOE, and suggested the biological role of

promoter-enhancer haplotypes in AD pathogenesis.37 Given that the

function of enhancers can be modulated by nearby and distant non-

coding variants,38 the role of extended haplotypes harboring local and

distant alleles in AD pathogenesis is feasible.

Our results raise a fundamental issue of a driving force of AD-

related haplotypes. By contrasting pairwise LD in younger and older

subjects, we recently showed that LD structures observed in older AD-

free subjects and the younger subjects who were not under notice-

able mortality risk were the same.25 This finding favors the role of

recent and specific (eg, within families or communities, a divergence

of ancestral groups) selection, which can be indirectly relevant to AD.

Such selection could be driven by exogenous factors supporting, thus,

the concept of the AD exposome.39 Trumble and Finch provided solid

arguments supporting the role of exposures to environmental toxins

such as air pollution and tobacco smoking in recent human evolution.40
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It was shown that the ε4 allele increases the risk of dementia from

air pollution.41 Thus environmental toxins, the prevalence of which

increases over time, can be a driver of the adaptive haplotypes in the

APOE region, which may become deleterious for cognition in late life.

Another factor driving the adaptation of haplotypes in theAPOE region

could be health protection in infected environments in early life.42–44

Of interest, such protection can be even extended to adult life, as was

shown in the Tsimané indigenous population living in the highly infec-

tious environment.45

Despite the rigor of this study, we acknowledge the limitation that

the AD diagnoses based on ICD-9 codes in HRS and CHS can be less

accurate than those in LOADFS and FHS. Although this inaccuracymay

affect the precision of the co-skewness estimates, the consistency of

the directions of differences in the AD-affected and unaffected sub-

jects in independent samples partly offsets this problem.

In conclusion, our results on the 3.7-fold excess in the estimates of

the associations of triples of SNPs with AD using the haplotype-based

method compared to the genotype-based method support the defini-

tive roles of complex haplotypes in predisposition to AD in the APOE

region. The complex structure of such haplotypes is supported by a

large number of the AD-associated triples, which include SNPs from all

five genes. AD is characterizedmainly by strengthening connections of

the ε4 allele and weakening connections of the ε2 allele with the other

alleles in this region. Finally, these results support amoreextensive role

of the ε4 allele than the ε2 allele in complex AD-related haplotypes.

However, the latter result should be interpreted with caution as the

number of the ε2 carriers in this sample is substantially smaller than

those of ε4.
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